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[1] The Neogene sedimentary record of the Mediterranean Sea holds evidence for changes in water properties and
circulation. These paleoceanographic changes have been attributed to changes in the flow through the ocean
gateway between the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. We use an oceanic general circulation model
to achieve quantitative, physics‐based understanding of the effect of changes in the depth of the gateway such
as may result from tectonic activity or variation in sea level. To isolate these effects we use idealized basin
geometry and impose simplified atmospheric forcing. A reference experiment with present‐day sill depth
demonstrates that the model simulates reasonably well the main features of the present‐day Mediterranean
thermohaline circulation as inferred from observations and previous numerical studies. Subsequently, a series of
sensitivity simulations is performed with different sill depths. The model results show that Mediterranean
temperature, salinity, and thermohaline circulation depend strongly on sill depth. As the sill depth decreases,
the upper overturning cell is quasi‐linearly reduced in strength, while, contrary to what one would expect, the
deep cell intensifies and does so in a nonlinear way. We find that a shoaling of the sill depth induces a
“blocking effect” on the outflow waters, which creates a strong recirculation in the deep layers, strengthening
the deep cell. Nevertheless, deep‐water formation is reduced, and, as a consequence, the ventilation of the deep
layers diminishes. We identify three different circulation modes of the Mediterranean thermohaline circulation
depending on the sill depth: “shallow sill,” “moderate sill,” and “deep sill” modes coupled with strong, weak,
and negligible blocking effects, respectively. Our results are consistent with the pre‐Messinian paleoceanographic
record of the Mediterranean Sea and may be useful to understanding the behavior of other land‐locked basins,
both extant and from the geological past.
Citation: Alhammoud, B., P. T. Meijer, and H. A. Dijkstra (2010), Sensitivity of Mediterranean thermohaline circulation to
gateway depth: A model investigation, Paleoceanography, 25, PA2220, doi:10.1029/2009PA001823.

1. Introduction
1.1. Objective and Approach
[2] The Mediterranean Sea, notwithstanding its land‐
locked nature, reaches typical open‐oceanic depths and displays an active thermohaline circulation that resembles that
of the much larger Atlantic Ocean. The basin‐scale water
properties and circulation are controlled by the combined
action of atmospheric forcing and a narrow oceanic gateway:
the Strait of Gibraltar. Atmospheric forcing consists of an
evaporation that exceeds the sum of precipitation and rivers
discharge. The ocean gateway limits the exchange of water
with the open ocean and, together with the excess evaporation, gives rise to an antiestuarine circulation and causes the
Mediterranean water to have a relatively high salinity.
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[3] Because the mixing and the exchange through Gibraltar
strait are considered as key processes in the Mediterranean
thermohaline circulation (MTHC), several studies have been
carried out to examine in detail the flow system in the strait
[Bethoux, 1980; Bryden and Stommel, 1984; Bryden et al.,
1994; Candela, 2001; Tsimplis and Bryden, 2000; Vargas
et al., 2006]. The MTHC has been considered an important
component of the climate system of the Eurafrican region
because of the existence of mutual feedback mechanisms [Li
et al., 2006; Lionello et al., 2006; Xoplaki et al., 2004]. In
addition, the MOW transports a huge amount of salt into the
North Atlantic, where it may affect the strength of the Atlantic
thermohaline circulation [Rogerson et al., 2006; Thorpe and
Bigg, 2000]. The MTHC and the gateway exchange form a
thermodynamically coupled system where the Atlantic Ocean
is a heat source and salt sink for the Mediterranean Sea
[Somot et al., 2006]. Hence, any change in the transport
through the strait (e.g., climatic variability, tectonic processes, etc.) would induce some perturbations into this system’s equilibrium.
[4] Straddling the boundary between two converging lithospheric plates, the Mediterranean Sea has been subject to
profound changes in geometry during the last tens of millions
of years. Progressive collision between Africa/Arabia and
Eurasia led to the disruption of the connection to the Indian
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Ocean in middle Miocene time [Meulenkamp and Sissingh,
2003; Popov et al., 2004; Rögl, 1998]. The region of the
connection to the Atlantic Ocean has likewise been the site of
strong tectonic activity [Jolivet et al., 2006; Meulenkamp and
Sissingh, 2003]. Prior to the early Messinian the Mediterranean was connected to the Atlantic via two gateways or
marine corridors: the Betic corridor across the southern
Iberian peninsula and the Rif corridor through northwestern
Africa.
[5] Albeit in incomplete fashion, the history of water
properties and circulation is reflected in the fossil content and
lithological and chemical aspects of the sediments that
accumulated on the seafloor. The Neogene record from the
Mediterranean basin, exposed due to later tectonic uplift or
sampled in ocean drilling, is characterized, for example, by
the regular occurrence of organic‐rich layers (sapropels).
These are first and foremost considered to express the control
on circulation of orbitally induced climate change [Rohling
and Hilgen, 1991; Rossignol‐Strick, 1985] but the very fact
that organic‐rich sediments could form is thought to be due
to the land‐locked nature of the basin. Perhaps the clearest
expression of the control exerted by the ocean gateway is
formed by the thick interval of evaporites of Messinian age
[Duggen et al., 2003; Krijgsman et al., 1999a; Rohling et al.,
2008]. While the deposition of these gypsum and halite layers
is likely related to a closed or nearly closed connection to the
outside ocean [Hsü, 1983; Kouwenhoven and van der Zwaan,
2006], the preevaporitic proxy record also holds evidence for
weaker reductions in connectivity. By early Messinian time
the Betic strait was most likely closed and subsequent
paleoceanographic changes inferred from the Mediterranean
record have been ascribed to changes in the depth of the Rif
corridor [Hsü, 1983; Kouwenhoven and van der Zwaan,
2006]. This notion, that basin properties and circulation
depend on sill depth, is also to be found in the work of Sierro
et al. [2003] regarding the Betic corridor and that of Köhler
et al. [2010] with reference to the predecessor of the Strait
of Sicily. Thus, without wanting to ignore the role of atmospheric forcing (i.e., climate), it appears that the ocean gateway exerts an important control on circulation.
[6] To our knowledge, except for the work of Meijer et al.
[2004], little quantitative work has been done on the interaction between tectonic processes and Mediterranean thermohaline circulation for times prior to the Messinian. Several
studies showed the importance of gateways on ocean circulation on the global scale, but (except for the work of
Murdock et al. [1997], who considered both an open and a
closed gateway through the Panama isthmus) none of these
studies focused on the importance of sill depth [Haug and
Tiedemann, 1998; Mikolajewicz et al., 1993; von der Heydt
and Dijkstra, 2006].
[7] The purpose of this paper, then, is to try and achieve
quantitative, physics‐based understanding of the influence
exerted by the oceanic gateway on Mediterranean water
properties and thermohaline circulation. While we realize that
climate variation will have had its effect on circulation also,
we here focus on the effect of variation in the depth of the
gateway sill such as may result from tectonic activity or
variation in sea level. Model studies similar to ours but
focusing on the role of temporal changes in atmospheric
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forcing are, for example, by Bigg [1994], Myers et al. [1998a,
1998b], Myers and Haines [2002] and Meijer and Dijkstra
[2009]. Our tool is an ocean general circulation model, the
Princeton Ocean Model (POM), used in a coarse horizontal
resolution (1° × 1°). In order to be able to focus on the role of
the gateway, we reduce the problem to its essence: a land‐
locked basin connected to an “ocean” by a single gateway
(Figure 1). The model is not meant to represent as realistically
as possible the present‐day Strait of Gibraltar but rather to
capture the effects of a general “bottle neck” between ocean
and basin on the water properties and circulation of the basin.
The much idealized geometry (explained in more detail
below) is combined with a likewise idealized atmospheric
forcing consisting of a uniform and constant net evaporation
and a relaxation of sea surface temperature to a constant
atmospheric temperature that varies with latitude only. The
“minimal model” thus obtained proves capable of capturing
qualitatively the main features of the basin‐scale thermohaline circulation of the present‐day Mediterranean Sea. The
model is used to systematically explore the effects of gateway
depth: starting from the same initial temperature and salinity
and applying the same atmospheric forcing, we calculate the
steady state circulation for different sill depths. In our interpretation and application of the model results we will consider
the different simulations as representing different points in
time. However, it is important to point out that we do not
calculate the response to a sill depth that actually changes
with time. The time scale over which sill depth will have
varied due to tectonic causes (1 Myr) or due to sea level
change (10 kyr to 1 Myr) is much longer than the time needed
by the basin to adjust to the new configuration (100 yr). The
geological record may thus be considered to reflect a
sequence of steady state situations. Model results will be
compared to observations, and to interpretation based on
these observations, of the preevaporitic sediment record and
should provide a good basis for understanding other aspects
of the Mediterranean paleoceanography. Moreover, due to its
idealized setup, our results have a generic quality and should
be applicable to other land‐locked basins as well.
1.2. Present‐Day Mediterranean Thermohaline
Circulation
[8] Since the 1970s, the Mediterranean thermohaline circulation (MTHC) has been well documented [Haines and
Wu, 1995; Millot, 1987; Ovchinnikov, 1966; Roether et al.,
1996; MEDOC Group, 1970; Robinson et al., 1992; Wüst,
1961] and consists of external and internal cells. The external cell is characterized by a zonal overturning circulation in
the upper 500 m connecting the Mediterranean Sea to the
Atlantic Ocean. At the surface, relatively fresh Atlantic water
(AW) flows eastward in the upper 100–200 m of the basin,
becoming warmer and saltier because of the air‐sea interaction and mixing with the saltier surface Mediterranean water.
In the easternmost part of the basin (the Levantine basin), a
relatively dense and high‐salinity water mass is formed due to
winter cooling of the AW. This water mass circulates westward through the basin in the intermediate depths between
200 and 800 m and is called Levantine Intermediate Water.
This water mass plays a crucial role in the preconditioning of
the deep‐water formation. The internal cells are driven by the
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Figure 1. (a) Model grid and corresponding topography (contour interval 300 m). Dashed lines ZZ′ and
MM′ indicate the position of zonal and meridional cross sections through the basin, respectively. Boxes W
and E are the averaging window for time series in Figure 8. (b) Vertical section at ZZ′ of sigma levels
showing the sill shape, western and eastern boundaries.
deep‐water formation in the northern part of the western and
eastern basins. The process of the deep water formation in the
Mediterranean Sea is well described by Marshall and Schott
[1999]. A dense water mass is formed via convection events
driven by intense local cooling from winter storms in the
high‐latitude parts of the basin (Gulf of Lions, Adriatic Sea
and recently the Aegean Sea and Levantine basin). This dense
water mass sinks to the bottom layers and spreads southward
then westward before joining the Mediterranean outflow
water (MOW) through Gibraltar strait [Pinardi and Masetti,
2000].
[9] The paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces
the model setup used for this study. Section 3 presents the
model results. In section 4, the model results are analyzed and
discussed. Finally, summary and conclusions are presented in
section 5.

2. Model Setup
[10] We use the Princeton Ocean Model (POM) which is a
three‐dimensional, free surface, hydrostatic, bottom‐following vertical sigma coordinate, primitive equation model
[Blumberg and Mellor, 1987]. Several studies have successfully applied the POM to the Mediterranean Sea [Drakopoulos
and Lascaratos, 1999; Horton et al., 1997; Korres et al., 2002;
Lascaratos and Nittis, 1998; Zavatarielli and Mellor, 1995]
and to Gibraltar strait [Sannino et al., 2002]. In order to

achieve computational efficiency, a mode splitting technique
is employed for the external 2‐D (barotropic) and the internal
3‐D (baroclinic) modes. The model numerically solves the
momentum equations, continuity equation and tracer (temperature and salinity) equations in a finite difference form
along with a nonlinear equation of state r = r(, S, P) coupling
the two active tracer fields to the velocity field [Mellor, 1991].
[11] The horizontal mixing coefficients AM (viscosity) and
AH (diffusivity) are calculated using a Smagorinsky formulation [Mellor and Blumberg, 1985], and can be formulated1
2
1 @v
@u 2
@v 2 2
as, (AM, AH) = (Cvis, Cdif) DxDy[(@u
@x) + 2 (@x + @y) + (@y) ]
where u and v are the zonal and meridional velocity components respectively and Cvis, Cdif are constants. Based on many
sensitivity experiments, we set the value of turbulent Prandtl
number, Pr = Cvis/Cdif = 250. The vertical mixing coefficients
K M and K H are calculated using the Mellor and Yamada
[1982] turbulence closure scheme which yields small values
of vertical viscosity and diffusivity near the stable thermocline depths. An exponential form is applied for the vertical
viscosity in the deep layers (>500 m).
[12] A model study with a fine grid resolution is highly
resource intensive and too expensive to use for simulations
more than a few decades. Instead, we choose for a relatively
coarse resolution of the horizontal grid (Dx = 88 km and Dy =
111 km). The vertical grid has 21 sigma levels, where s =
(z − h)/(H − h), h(x, y) and H(x, y) are the surface elevation
and water depth, respectively. The sigma layers are concen-
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Figure 2. (a) Annual mean air temperature over the Mediterranean Sea (data are from the ECMWF as processed by G. Korres, Athens; http://pelagos.oc.phys.uoa.gr/mfstep). (b) Circle, zonal average of Figure 2a;
solid line, smooth approximation of zonal averages.
trated in the upper water column to resolve the thermocline
(Figure 1b). The time steps for the external and the internal
modes are 240 s and 7200 s respectively.
[13] As we are interested in basin‐scale features of the
MTHC, we represent the Mediterranean Sea as a single idealized basin (Figure 1). The outline of the idealized basin is
chosen to roughly follow the outer contours of the present
Mediterranean Sea. The model basin thus approximately
occupies the same longitudinal and, more relevantly so, latitudinal, range as the actual Sea. The basin extends from 29°N
to 46°N in latitude and from 15°W to 37°E in longitude and
includes a small part of the Atlantic Ocean. By deliberately
not representing the Italian peninsula and the island of Sicily,
a single basin is obtained with a single “upper corner” situated
at relatively high latitude. With this corner geometry, we
anticipate to mimic processes that currently occur in the Gulf
of Lions and Adriatic Sea/northern Ionian Sea. Our aim is to
capture once, the processes and circulation features that are,
in the present‐day Mediterranean Sea, found twice: in the
western as well as in the eastern subbasin. Apart from near the
sill and the eastern coastline the model depth is set at 1500 m,
roughly the average depth of the present Mediterranean. In
order to resolve the flow within the oceanic gateway a minimum of two grid points in the north‐south direction is
needed. With the 1° resolution of the model this results in a
gateway width of 222 km. While noting that the Mediterranean‐Atlantic gateway may well have been wider in the past
[Benson et al., 1991], our model gateway is certainly wide
compared to the present‐day Strait of Gibraltar (13–22 km).
As we will demonstrate below, notwithstanding the coarsely
resolved gateway, our model yields strait transport that are of
the same order of magnitude as that observed for present‐day
Gibraltar strait. Most importantly, however, the model captures well the effect of the gateway on basin circulation. The
east‐west bathymetric profile of the sill as well as of the
eastern boundary of the basin is defined by a hyperbolic
tangent functional form (Figure 1b). The maximum bottom
slope between two adjacent grid cells is set to DH/H < 0.75 to
satisfy the hydrostatic consistency conditions and hence the
model solution stability [Mellor et al., 1994].

[14] Initial conditions consist of a uniform temperature
(T) and salinity (S) of 20°C and 35 psu, respectively. These
values of T and S are chosen to keep the characteristics of the
inflow waters through Gibraltar strait close to the AW characteristics. It is worth to note that the model shows the same
behavior for different initial conditions. A constant and idealized atmospheric forcing of heat and freshwater fluxes is
applied. This forcing is chosen to be close to the present‐day
climatology value. The net evaporation is taken constant at
1 m/yr, a value that is near the middle of the range of estimates
for the present‐day Mediterranean (0.5 to 1.3 m/yr; as compiled by Meijer and Krijgsman [2005]). The sea surface
temperature (SST) over the Mediterranean basin is relaxed to
a best fit of zonal average of annual mean field from present
observation (Figure 2). The restoring time scale is t T =
15 days. Many sensitivity experiments showed that the wind
stress does not change the thermohaline circulation pattern,
but only intensifies the upper overturning cell [Myers et al.,
1998b; Winton and Sarachik, 1993]. Hence, consistent with
our search for a minimal model, the forcing was restricted
to SST relaxation and freshwater flux (evaporation minus
precipitation, E−P) only.
[15] The model domain has an open boundary on its
western side. For the barotropic mode, we impose a free
radiation condition for the normal to the open boundary
depth‐averaged velocity and a zero‐gradient condition for the
free surface elevation. For the baroclinic mode, we apply
a Sommerfeld radiation condition for the normal to the
open boundary internal velocity whereas for the meridional
velocities are put to zero. We impose a depth‐averaged zonal
velocity at the western boundary to keep the water volume
conserved. In other words, the total inflow through the open
boundary compensates the freshwater loss through the basin
surface. This type of boundary conditions has been successfully applied in previous simulations of POM [Beckers et al.,
2002; Ezer and Mellor, 1994]. In the case of inflow through
the boundary, temperature and salinity are imposed to prescribed values (equal to the initial conditions). In addition,
we impose a buffer zone between 15°W and 7°W where
salinity and temperature are damped to the initial values.
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The damping coefficient varies from 3 months at 7°W to
one month at 15°W and decreases exponentially in the deep
layers (>500 m).

3. Model Results
[16] A reference experiment is performed combining the
idealized Mediterranean basin with the idealized present‐day
atmospheric forcing and present‐day sill depth of 300 m
(hereinafter SD300:REF). In order to isolate the effect of the
sill depth, many experiments are performed with sill depths
between 50 m and 900 m. Apart from the depth of the sill
these simulations are equivalent to the reference experiment.
We will refer to the simulations as SD50 to SD900. The
model starts from rest and is integrated for 1000 years for each
sill depth. The run time is 3.4 h per 100 model years on a
x86_64 Linux OS cluster with 2 GHz dual processor (dual
core AMD Opteron) and 4 GB internal memory per node.
3.1. Reference Experiment
3.1.1. Overall Properties and Hydrology
[17] As explained, we will first present results for the reference experiment in which the sill is located at its present‐
day depth of 300 m. These results will be validated using
observations and other modeling studies. In Figure 3, we
present the temporal evolution of the model variables from
the reference experiment and both sensitivity experiments
(SD300:REF, SD100 and SD500 respectively). Figure 3a
shows the spin‐up of the circulation as expressed by the
mean kinetic energy measure. This measure is defined as the
basin average of flow speed squared where “basin” is taken to
refer to the model domain east of the sill, i.e., from 5°W to 36°
E. The basin mean kinetic energy approaches a stationary
value on a timescale of around 200 years. The temperature
and salinity reach an equilibrium state (∼17.8°C, ∼37.5 psu)
in about 300 years (Figure 3b). The volume transport through
the gateway reaches the equilibrium state (∼1.92 Sv; 1 Sv =
106 m3s−1) after around 250 years (Figure 3a). The net
flow (inflow minus outflow) for the equilibrium state is 91.7 ×
10−3 Sv which is the same as the net freshwater loss through
the basin surface.
[18] In order to illustrate the water mass distribution in the
basin, we plot west‐east and north‐south vertical sections
through the basin for the salinity (Figure 4) and temperature
(Figure 5) averaged over the last 10 years of the run. We
choose the presentation of these sections from the shallow sill
to the deepest one (SD100, SD300 and SD500) to facilitate
the comparison later on in the results and discussion sections.
The vertical sections through the reference experiment
(Figures 4c, 4d, 5c, and 5d) display a fresh and warm
(<37.2 psu, > 18.7°C) surface water mass which occupies the
surface layer shallower than 300 m. The intermediate depth
between 300 and 800 m is occupied by a large tongue with a
salinity maximum > 37.6 psu and a temperature ranging from
17.9 to 18.3°C. We refer to this water mass as intermediate
water. The minimum temperature (<17.5°C) associated with
low salinity values of < 37.6 psu is found in the deep layers of
the basin (>1000 m) corresponding to the Mediterranean deep
water. One may note that the temperature in the Atlantic box
deeper than 300m is warmer than the Mediterranean outflow
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waters. Despite these unrealistic temperature values, the
density difference between the Atlantic box and the Mediterranean outflow waters is sustained close to the observed
value due to the dominant effect of the salinity. Another
experiment has been performed with temperature 5°C colder
than the initial conditions of the reference experiment. The
resulting equilibrium state shows that the temperature of the
water column is colder by ∼5°C while the model behavior
remains unchanged.
[19] Figure 4c demonstrates clearly the maximum salinity
isohalines outcropping the surface in the easternmost part of
the basin (equivalent in position to the Levantine basin). The
upward sloping from east to west of the isohalines and isotherms and their steep orientation in the eastern part of the
basin express the relatively dense intermediate water sinking
to about 500 m depth and tending to spread westward. In the
north‐south section (Figures 4d and 5d) we observe deep
convection (dense‐water sinking) in the northern part of the
basin as expressed by the homogenized water column.
3.1.2. General Circulation
[20] Figures 4c and 5c show the establishment of sharp
salinity and temperature fronts along the strait separating the
fresh, warm and light water from the saline, cold and dense
water over the sill. The antiestuarine circulation is well
reproduced with the freshwater inflow at the surface and the
dense‐water outflow in the deep layers through the gateway.
A profile of east‐west oriented velocity as a function of depth,
monitored right over the sill in the center of the gateway
(Figure 6b), clearly shows the inflow overlying the outflow.
The velocity changes sign somewhat below the middle of the
water column. The interface between surface and deep water
deepens from the east to the west. The outflow water cascades
over the sill to the bottom layers in the Atlantic box. The
horizontal distribution of the salinity on the bottom sigma
level (not shown) shows a northward stream of the Mediterranean outflow in the Atlantic Ocean. In a north‐south salinity
section across the strait (Figure 6b) we observe isohalines
tilted toward the south: the relatively fresh inflow from the
Atlantic appears to hug the southern side of the gateway and
the denser outflow is concentrated on the northern side. This
configuration is as expected due to Coriolis force acting in a
relatively wide strait [Gill, 1982; Hermann et al., 1989].
[21] An overturning stream function analysis provides the
best information on the overall dynamics of the basin because
it allows us to quantify all changes in depth and transport of
the water masses. Indeed, it nicely captures the circulation at
the scale of interest to us, that of the whole basin. Figure 7
presents the zonal and meridional stream function of the
basin. The overall structure of the zonal stream function for
the reference experiment is characterized by two distinct cells
(Figure 7c). The external or upper zonal cell, which connects
the Mediterranean Sea to the Atlantic Ocean, is located in the
upper 1000 m. In this cell the water circulates in a clockwise
sense (i.e., with the eastern end of the basin shown to the
right) showing a downwelling in the eastern part of the basin
and an upwelling right to the east of the gateway. Below this
upper cell, there is the internal or deep (counterclockwise) cell
which occupies the deep layers in the eastern part of the basin
and showing an upwelling near the eastern boundary. The
zonal overturning stream function shows a maximum value
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Figure 3. Time series of key model variables for the different simulations SD300:REF (blue), SD100
(black), and SD500 (red). (a) Solid line, kinetic energy measure (left vertical axis); dashed line, volume
transport through the gateway (in Sv; 1 Sv = 106 m3s−1, right vertical axis). (b) Solid line, basin‐averaged
salinity hSi; dashed line, basin‐averaged temperature hTi. (c) Decadally smoothed extrema of Mediterranean zonal overturning (in Sv). Solid line, maximum value in the upper 1000 m; dashed line, minimum
value in the lower 500 m. (d) Decadally smoothed maximum value of the Mediterranean meridional overturning (in Sv) in the central northern basin (between 3°W and 36°E and north of 38°N).
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Figure 4. (a, c, and e) Zonal cross sections at 37°N (ZZ′ in Figure 1a). (b, d, and f) Meridional cross
sections at 15°E (MM′ in Figure 1a) of the salinity fields averaged over the last 11 years of integration
(years 990–1000) for the different experiments SD100 (Figures 4a and 4b), SD300:REF (Figures 4c and 4d),
and SD500 (Figures 4e and 4f). Contour interval 0.1 psu, and arrows indicate the sense of transport.
of > 4.5 Sv in the basin center at ∼300 m depth. We can
compute the formation rate of the intermediate water from the
zonal stream function (following Dijkstra [2008], Ezer and
Mellor [1997], and Rahmstorf and England [1997]), by
considering the volume of the downwelling water east of
25°E. We find that the model predicts a formation rate of
∼2.5 Sv (Figure 7c). The closed streamlines on the right side
of the gateway indicate a recirculation of ∼1 Sv of the intermediate waters into the basin as part of the AW at the surface.
[22] The model reproduces the sinking of the dense water
in the northern part of the basin near 15°E to flow eastward
and fill the lower layers of the basin, feeding the deep zonal
cell. The deep cell has a maximum absolute value of around
∼1.25 Sv near 28°E at 1000 m depth. As the deep‐water
formation takes place in the northern part of the basin, the
dense water sinks and spreads southward in the bottom layers.
This process can be easily observed in the meridional stream
function (Figure 7d). The meridional stream function has
been computed for the part of the basin between longitudes
3°W and 36°E and thus provides a view of the area north of
latitude 38°N (further south the segment is not limited by the
coastline and the stream function may be distorted by flow
in and out of our selected segment). It is with respect to the
“corner” north of 43°N that we will quantify the rate of deep‐

water formation. Figure 7d clearly shows the sinking of dense
water near the northern boundary of the basin and its southward spreading in the deep layers. About 1.5 Sv of the 3.5 Sv
of the meridional cell sinks to the bottom north of 43°N.
We find that the average rate of intermediate and deep water
transformation over the last 10 years of the simulation is about
4 Sv over the entire basin.
[23] Time series of maximum and minimum values of the
zonal overturning stream function and of maximum value
of the meridional stream function have been computed in the
basin and are presented in Figures 3c and 3d. These maximum
and minimum values can be considered as an index of the
MTHC variability (strengthening and weakening). Using this
index we can monitor the evolution of the MTHC during the
simulation and compare to the observations. The overturning
stream function decreases during more than 200 years to
converge toward an equilibrium state. The maximum (minimum) of the zonal stream function is about 4.22 (−1.38) Sv
and the maximum of the meridional stream function is
∼3.64 Sv at the end of the simulation.
3.1.3. Model Validation
[24] To assess the validity of the model predictions for the
MTHC, it is important to weigh our model results against
observations keeping in mind the coarse resolution and the
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Figure 5. (a, c, and e) Zonal cross sections at 37°N (ZZ′ in Figure 1a). (b, d, and f) Meridional cross
sections at 15°E (MM′ in Figure 1a) of the temperature fields averaged over the last 11 years of integration
(years 990–1000) for the different experiments SD100 (Figures 5a and 5b), SD300:REF (Figures 5c and 5d),
and SD500 (Figures 5e and 5f); contour interval 0.2°C.
idealized setup. It is of a crucial importance, given our
objectives, to capture qualitative correct Mediterranean Sea
circulation patterns and to obtain model transports of the
correct order of magnitude. The model predicts an inflow of
∼1.9 Sv (Table 1) which is almost a factor of two larger than
the widely accepted estimate for the present day (1.1 Sv
[Bryden et al., 1994; Tsimplis and Bryden, 2000]). Still, the
modeled value is quite acceptable comparing to observations
at the high end of the range [i.e., Bethoux, 1980; Pickard and
Emery, 1990] and to the value of 1.32 Sv reproduced by other
simulations with POM [Zavatarielli and Mellor, 1995].
[25] The idealized basin geometry leads to a larger volume
than the real Mediterranean Sea. This, combined with the
modeled inflow, gives a residence time (basin volume divided
by the inflow rate) of ∼74 years (Table 2). This value is
in good agreement with the present‐day timescale of the
Mediterranean overturning circulation of about 70 years
[Pickard and Emery, 1990]. Also, the model depicts the flow
system through the gateway in good agreement with both
observations and other modeling studies. For example, the
sinking and the northward flow of the Mediterranean outflow
water are similar to the results of Baringer and Price [1997]
and Jungclaus and Mellor [2000]; the eastward flow of the

Atlantic water along the African coast as described by Millot
[1999]; and the northward recirculation in the easternmost
part of the basin [Alhammoud et al., 2005, and references
within]. Indeed, the vertical structure of the flow across the
sill has the same shape as in the results of Jungclaus and
Mellor [2000, Figure 11]. The interface depth and slope are
in good agreement with estimates reported in previous studies
[Hopkins, 1999; Sannino et al., 2002; Speich et al., 1996;
Tsimplis and Bryden, 2000; Vargas et al., 2006].
[26] In Appendix A we analyze the behavior of the model
gateway in the light of analytical theory for flow through sea
straits. Such theory starts from an assumption about the
dynamics of strait flow. Two main concepts are hydraulic
control and rotational control, applicable to straits that are,
respectively, narrow and wide (the boundary between these
being set by the Rossby radius of deformation). For each of
the two dynamic regimes, theory allows one to derive a
mathematical expression that relates (1) strait geometry,
(2) strait transport, and (3) the salinity difference between
ocean and basin. We apply these expressions by setting strait
geometry to the model values and then entering the modeled
salinities of basin and ocean to calculate the corresponding
transport. By comparing this value to the transport found with
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Figure 6. Along‐strait flow velocity and across‐strait salinity for three different experiments: (a) SD100,
(b) SD300:REF, and (c) SD500. The east‐west velocity is monitored right over the sill at longitude 3°W and
in the middle of the strait (i.e., latitude 36.5°N). Eastward flow is positive. The meridional salinity section is
also drawn at 3°W and shows isohalines interpolated between the two latitudes at which salinity is computed.
The velocity profile would fall exactly halfway in this section. The contour interval for salinity is 0.5 psu in
Figure 6a and 0.25 psu in Figures 6b and 6c.
the ocean circulation model we are able to judge to which
extent the model strait complies with either hydraulic or
rotational control. As shown in some detail in Appendix A it
is found that the model gateway is most likely subject to
rotational control, albeit it is in imperfect fashion because of
the limited horizontal resolution. This proves to be true not
only for a sill depth of 300 m but for a wide range of depths. In
Appendix A we also show that the model provides us with
combinations of strait transport, basin‐to‐ocean salinity difference and sill depth that are similar in value to the theoretical predictions for the case of hydraulic control in a strait
much more narrow (13–16 km) than the actual model strait.
This is an important finding as it implies that our model
captures the type of gateway of interest to us. Even though the
coarse‐resolution model does not allow us to investigate in
detail what happens in the strait, the model does seem to offer
a fair representation of the effects of the strait on the water
properties and circulation of the land‐locked basin which are
the focus of our analysis. However, the limitation of the
current coarse resolution of the model grid motivates further
experiments with higher resolution in the gateway region in
the future.
[27] The vertical structure of the salinity and temperature
(Figures 4c, 4d, 5c, and 5d) reveals that the simulated MTHC
patterns satisfactory resemble those described in the literature
[Pinardi and Masetti, 2000; Somot, 2005; Wüst, 1961;
Zavatarielli and Mellor, 1995]. Despite the difference in the
water mass characteristics (simulation of the water masses is
not the aim of our study) the process of dense‐water forma-

tion seems to be well pictured by the model, in agreement
with observations [MEDOC Group, 1970; Robinson et al.,
1992]. Indeed, the location of the intermediate and deep
water formation is accurately reproduced as well, respectively
at the eastern and central northern parts of the basin. The
formation rate of the intermediate water of ∼2.5 Sv is slightly
higher than the estimated rate found in literature which ranges
between 0.6 Sv and 2.2 Sv [Castellari et al., 2000; Lascaratos
et al., 1993; Myers and Haines, 2000; Somot, 2005; Tziperman
and Speers, 1994; Zavatarielli and Mellor, 1995]. The total
rate of intermediate and deep water formation over the whole
Mediterranean basin is in good agreement with estimates of
6.4 Sv [Castellari et al., 2000], 5.2 Sv [Somot, 2005] and 4 Sv
[Tziperman and Speers, 1994]. From sensitivity experiments
without SST relaxation (not shown), we find that the deep‐
water formation seems to be mainly controlled by the heat
flux forcing, while the situation is completely different for the
intermediate water formation which is mainly controlled by
the salt flux, which is in agreement with Somot et al. [2006].
[28] The patterns of the zonal and meridional stream
functions are in good agreement with those reproduced
by previous modeling studies with higher resolution grid
[Castellari et al., 2000; Lascaratos et al., 1993; Myers and
Haines, 2000; Somot, 2005; Tziperman and Speers, 1994;
Zavatarielli and Mellor, 1995]. The strength of the zonal and
meridional stream function is overestimated with respect to
the observations due to the idealized bottom geometry and the
coarse resolution in the model. The maximum of the zonal
stream function is twice as large as that found in other
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Figure 7. (a, c, and e) Zonal overturning stream function and (b, d, and f) meridional overturning stream
function for the different experiments SD100 (Figures 7a and 7b), SD300:REF (Figures 7c and 7d), and
SD500 (Figures 7e and 7f). Contour interval is 0.5 Sv, and arrows indicate the sense of transport; positive
values correspond to clockwise circulation.
modeling studies [Meijer et al., 2004; Myers and Haines,
2002; Somot et al., 2006], but the patterns exhibit a good
similarity. This strong zonal overturning maybe explains the
low salinity of the intermediate layers by the overmixing with
the adjacent waters or the short time exposure of AW to
evaporation effects. The model results have revealed that the
strong zonal overturning does not affect the overall patterns of
the MTHC. For example, the vertical structure (two cells) and
depths of the extrema of the zonal overturning are qualitatively in good agreement. It is worth noting that the ratio of
the lower cell to the upper cell of the zonal overturning stream
function for the present‐day case are in agreement with those

values inferred from previous modeling studies with higher
resolution and more realistic setup (Table 1).
[29] Summarizing, the model reproduces qualitatively the
flows through the ocean gateway and the processes of intermediate and deep‐water formation in the basin, including
their location. We thus find that the model captures some of
the main aspects of the present‐day MTHC. This validation of
the model helps to elucidate the performance and the limitation of the model. The main purpose of our setup is not to
study the regional details of the Mediterranean circulation,
but to examine the large‐scale changes of the overturning

Table 1. Volume Transport Through Gateway Into Basin, Stream Function Extrema, and Ratios of Stream Function Extrema as
Reported in Literature and Found in This Studya

Stratford et al. [2000]
Myers and Haines [2002]
Meijer et al. [2004]
Somot et al. [2006]
This study

Inflow
(Sv)

Max YZ
(Sv)

Min YZ
(Sv)

Max Ym
(Sv)

|Min YZ|/Max YZ

Max Ym/Max YZ

Max Ym/|Min YZ|

0.70
1.59
0.80
1.17
1.92

0.75
1.45
1.25
1.50
4.22

−0.15
−0.50
−0.25
−0.50
−1.38

x
x
x
0.80
3.64

0.20
0.34
0.20
0.33
0.33

x
x
x
0.53
0.86

x
x
x
1.60
2.46

Volume transport through the gateway into the basin is inflow. yz and ym are zonal and meridional stream functions, respectively.

a
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Table 2. Dynamic and Hydrological Characteristics Averaged Over the Last 100 Years of Integration for All Experiments
Sill Depth
(m)

Inflow
(Sv)

Max YZ
(Sv)

Min YZ
(Sv)

Max Ym
(Sv)

S
(psu)

T
(°C)

Residence Time
(year)

|Min YZ|/Max YZ

Max Ym/Max YZ

Max Ym/|Min YZ|

50
100
200
300
400
500
700
900

0.62
0.69
1.27
1.92
2.56
3.21
4.79
4.75

2.34
2.40
3.33
4.22
5.14
6.25
8.16
9.33

−1.26
−1.23
−1.31
−1.38
−1.08
−0.84
−0.35
−0.15

2.20
2.04
2.70
3.46
4.32
4.88
5.78
6.03

46.10
42.80
38.93
37.52
36.85
36.42
35.81
35.60

17.73
17.79
17.72
17.80
18.12
18.32
18.74
18.97

230.39
206.55
111.71
73.97
55.57
44.24
29.76
30.05

0.54
0.51
0.39
0.33
0.21
0.13
0.04
0.02

0.94
0.85
0.81
0.86
0.84
0.78
0.71
0.65

1.75
1.66
2.06
2.64
4.00
5.81
16.51
40.20

circulation in response to changes in the sill depth. For this it
appears we may be confident in our model setup.
3.2. Role of Sill Depth
[30] Next, several sensitivity experiments are performed in
order to investigate the effect of variation in sill depth. Here
we present details only of experiments with sill depth 500 m
and 100 m, referred as SD500 and SD100 respectively, which
we compare to SD300:REF. From the temporal evolution
of the kinetic energy measure (Figure 3a), SD500 is more
energetic than SD100 and reaches the equilibrium state faster
(∼100 year for SD500 and ∼600 year for SD100). The volume
transport through the strait monotonically increases with sill
depth (Table 2). The basin‐averaged salinity at the end of the
simulation for SD500 (∼36.4 psu) is lower than in SD300:
REF (∼37.5 psu), while the SD100 exhibits higher salinity
(∼42.8 psu) (see also Figure 3b). The basin‐averaged temperature at the end of the simulation from the SD500
(∼18.3°C) is higher than SD300:REF values (∼17.8°C),
whereas the SD100 displays lower values (∼17.7°C). The
time series of the zonal and meridional stream function in the
basin (Figure 3c) show that the zonal overturning of SD500 is
quickly established and that the overturning circulation
reaches the equilibrium state after ∼100 years. On the
contrary, the zonal overturning of SD100 decays gradually
during the first 500 years to stabilize after then.
[31] In SD500, the inflow‐outflow through the gateway
displays almost the same structure as in SD300:REF
(Figure 6). On the contrary, the SD100 experiment produces a
more complex velocity‐depth profile and salinity distribution. Only the lowest 20 m are occupied by the outflow from
the Mediterranean. Also, in the surface layer, flow speed is
essentially zero (due to strong variation of the surface current). The vertical distribution of the water masses remains
almost the same as in SD300:REF (Figures 4 and 5). Besides
the shift in the salinity and temperature values mentioned
above, the halocline and thermocline are deeper in SD500
(400 m) and shallower in SD100 (∼100 m), compared to
SD300:REF (200–300 m). Consequently, the intermediate
water is pushed downward to > 1000 m depth in SD500 and is
uplifted to about 300 m depth in SD100 in the eastern part of
the basin. Given the changes in the salinity and the outflow
patterns in SD500 and SD100, one may expect some changes
in the MTHC compared to SD300:REF.
[32] The zonal overturning circulation from SD500 and
SD100 exhibits two significant changes in the flow pattern
(Figures 7a, 7c, and 7e). First, as the sill depth increases, we

observe an intensification of the clockwise cell in the upper
layers and a weakening and reduction in extent of the counterclockwise cell in the deep layers. The clockwise cell
extends almost over all the basin depth in SD500, while the
counterclockwise cell fills the bottom layers of the basin
below 500 m in SD100. A second feature is that the location
of the maximum of the upper zonal cell shifts to shallower
depths as the sill depth decreases, while the location of the
minimum of the deep zonal cell shifts to greater depths.
SD500 shows a maximum value of the upper zonal cell of
∼6.5 Sv in the center of the basin and deeper than 500 m,
while SD100 exhibits only ∼2 Sv at 170 m depth. The maximum absolute value of the counterclockwise deep cell in
SD500 is ∼0.5 Sv and the cell is restricted to the bottom of
the eastern part of the basin, while it shows a large value of
∼1.5 Sv at ∼850 m depth in SD100. The maximum of the
upper zonal cell intensifies by 2 Sv (∼44%) when the sill
depth increases from 300 m to 500 m (66%), and the absolute
value of the deep zonal cell decreases by about 1 Sv (66%).
In SD500 (Figure 7e), ∼3.5 Sv of the 6.5 Sv overturning sinks
in the eastern part of the basin (east of 25°E) indicating the
formation rate of the intermediate water, which decreases
to ∼1.5 Sv in SD100. However, judging from the counterclockwise cell of the zonal overturning combined with the
zonal salinity sections, the shallow sill seems to generate a
downwelling circulation near the gateway. This process leads
to the recirculation of the westward flow of the intermediate
waters, which intensifies the deep counterclockwise cell of
the zonal overturning.
[33] The meridional cell increases in strength as the sill
depth increases (Figures 7b, 7d, and 7f). The maximum value
is about 2 Sv near 39°N in SD100 and ∼4.5 Sv, shifted
southward to < 38°N, in SD500. The streamlines show clearly
the sinking of the dense water that is newly formed in the
northern part of the basin and which forms the clockwise
overturning cell, advecting the deep waters southward.
Figure 7 allows us to estimate the deep‐water formation rates
(between 43°N and the northern boundary) which increase
from ∼0.5 Sv in SD100 to 1.5 Sv for SD500. These formation
rates indicate an intensification of the deep convection in the
northern part of the basin as the sill depth increases. To put it
in the other way around, the ventilation of the basin deep
layers diminishes as the sill depth decreases. The impact of
the changes in the overturning circulation on the deep waters
properties is evidenced by the east‐west difference of temperature and salinity in the basin (Figure 8). The salinity and
temperature difference between the eastern and western parts
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zonal cells is constant for shallow sills, while it shows an
exponential increase for deep sills. In other words, deep sills
are combined with a stronger overturning and weaker recirculation in the bottom layers. Analysis of the scaling of the
thermohaline circulation is beyond the scope of this work and
will be addressed in a separate paper.

4. Discussion

Figure 8. Time series from the different simulations SD300:
REF (blue), SD100 (black), and SD500 (red) of spatial differences in salinity and temperature. (a) Decadally smoothed
difference in salinity of the lower 500 m of boxes W and E
in Figure 1a. (b) Same as Figure 8a but for temperature.
of the basin (SE–SW and TE–TW in Figure 1) is positive for
SD500, while it decays gradually and tends to be negative for
the SD100. In other words, with a shallow sill, the deep water
in the west is more saline than in the east.
[34] The relationship between sill depth and overturning
circulation is summarized in Table 2 and depicted in Figure 9.
Experiments SD900, SD700, SD400, SD200 and SD050 are
used in this section to refine the sensitivity of the thermohaline circulation to sill depth changes. First of all, the flow
through the strait varies linearly with the sill depth (Table 2).
The behavior of the overturning as a function of sill depth in
Figure 9 can be divided in two parts, separated by the sill
depth of 300 m (present‐day value). The meridional cell
(diamonds) and the upper zonal cell (circles) show almost
similar behavior and a monotonic intensification as the sill
depth increases while the intensity of the deep zonal cell
(triangles) decreases. The meridional cell and the upper zonal
cell exhibit a nonlinear intensification for sills shallower than
300 m and nearly linear intensification for sills deeper than
300 m. The strength of the deep zonal cell seems to be almost
constant for shallow sills and becomes more sensitive to sill
depth changes for deep sills. The sensitivity (i.e., slope) of the
meridional cell (diamonds) to sill depth changes is weaker
than the sensitivity of the upper zonal cell (circles). It is worth
noting that the measure for the intensity of overturning does
not take into account the occupied area (see Figure 7).
[35] The ratio of the strength of the meridional cell and the
upper zonal cell displays a nearly constant value of 0.8 ± 0.15
(Table 2). In contrast, the strength ratio of the upper and deep

[36] Despite the coarse horizontal resolution, the idealized
basin geometry and the idealized forcing, the model demonstrates ability to reproduce most of the Mediterranean water
masses reasonably well and replicates the main features of the
Mediterranean thermohaline circulation. In particular, two
key processes which control the MTHC, the flow through the
strait and the formation of dense waters, are well matched
qualitatively. Thus, we believe our simulations provide
important insights into the effects of paleogeography on the
thermohaline circulation. Our model has an advantage over
analytical and box models in that it allows investigation of
the 3‐D structure of the circulation and spreading of water
masses. In other words, the model not only allows us to see
variations in the intensity of the THC, but also in the shape
of the overturning cells and their 3‐D extent within the basin.
At the same time our model has the advantage over 3‐D high‐
resolution numerical models that it entails a low computational cost.
4.1. Role of Sill Depth
[37] The model results illustrate that the antiestuarine circulation system is sustained through the experiments for all

Figure 9. Strength of the Mediterranean thermohaline circulation as a function of sill depth as computed from values
averaged over the last 100 years of integration (years 901–
1000). Circle, maximum of zonal overturning; diamond,
maximum of meridional overturning; and triangle, absolute
value of minimum of zonal overturning (right vertical axis).
The black dashed line indicates a slope equal to unity; the vertical shaded strip corresponds to the sill depth in SD300:REF
(present‐day value).
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sill depths. As the only difference between the experiments is
the depth of the ocean gateway, the modeled changes of the
MTHC as described in the previous sections, must be related
to what happens at the gateway.
[38] In experiment SD500, the deep connection of the
Mediterranean Sea to the open ocean allows a stronger
outflow and a quick flushing of the intermediate water from
the Mediterranean basin compared to the SD300:REF. This
implies, given the constraint of volume conservation, a strong
inflow which produces a thicker layer of Atlantic water and a
deeper thermocline in the basin. This strong inflow‐outflow
system explains the freshening and warming of the water
column and the short residence time in the basin (Figure 3 and
Table 2). In contrast, in SD100, the shallow sill hinders the
outflow of the Mediterranean waters. When less water flows
out, there is less need for a compensating inflow and the
intensity of the inflow‐outflow system is reduced. In its turn,
a reduction in exchange leads to a rise of Mediterranean salinity (Figure 3), a shoaling of the thermocline (Figure 4a),
and an increase of the residence time (Table 2).
[39] The deepening of the thermocline in SD500 favors
deep convection in the easternmost part of the basin, i.e., in
the region characterized by intermediate‐water formation
when sill depth is less. The “intermediate water” almost sinks
to the bottom layers (Figures 4 and 5), overturning is very
strong and the deep layers are well ventilated. This was also
suggested by Dijkstra [2007] in the context of the characterization of the meridional overturning circulation in the
Atlantic Ocean. Consequently, the characteristics of intermediate and deep water are very similar and the water column
structure seems to consist of two water masses only, the
AW and the intermediate/deep waters (Figures 4 and 5).
Deepening of the upper zonal cell in SD500 may be said
to suppress or replace the development of a separate deep
counterclockwise cell.
[40] With a shallow sill (experiment SD100) the reduced
intensity and depth extent of the upper zonal cell lead to a high
stratification of the water column. Deep‐water formation
(Figure 7b) is reduced and the deeper parts of the basin are
less well ventilated than in the case of greater sill depth.
Probably because the upper cell extends less deep, the
remaining deep‐water formation drives a deep cell of greater
extent in the eastern half of the basin (there is “more blue” east
of 13°E in Figure 7a than there is in Figure 7b or Figure 7c).
Deep water just east of the sill is (in SD100) no longer drawn
up into the return flow to the Atlantic. Instead, we observe
the deep cell to extend westward. Counterclockwise circulation in this western deep region may in part be driven by
momentum imparted to the deeper layers by the westward
flow above it. More importantly, it appears that the shallow
sill forces part of the westward flowing intermediate water to
return in a downwelling movement just east of the gateway.
The salinity sections (Figure 4a) and the salinity difference
between the eastern and western parts of the basin (Figure 8a)
show the presence of relatively saline water at depth in the
west which evidences this downward flow of the intermediate
waters. Recently, on the basis of theoretical studies, Iovino
et al. [2008] introduced the concept of the “blocking effect”
regarding the role of sill depth on dense‐water formation.
Following these authors we refer to the downward flow just
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east of the sill also as a consequence of the blocking effect.
While Iovino et al. [2008] focus on the impact of sill depth on
convection, in particular, on the heat exchange driven by a
boundary current, we focus on the overturning circulation.
Our results show that a shallow sill, even though leading to a
reduction in deep‐water formation, does not cause the deep
water to stagnate in the kinematic sense.
[41] Three different circulation modes of the MTHC can
be identified and are shown schematically in Figure 10:
(1) a shallow sill depth “SS” mode combined with a strong
blocking effect leading to weak clockwise overturning
(upper) cell and a strong and stretched counterclockwise
(lower) one (Figures 7a and 10a); (2) a deep sill depth “DS”
mode combined with weak blocking effect which implies
a strong clockwise overturning (upper) cell and a reduced
(almost shutdown) counterclockwise (lower) one (Figures 7c
and 10c); (3) a moderate sill depth “MS” mode (present‐day
case) combined with a moderate blocking effect driving the
coexistence of both clockwise and counterclockwise overturning cells (Figures 7b and 10b).
[42] A more detailed, quantitative, description of the various cells as a function of sill depth was presented in the form
of Figure 9. In the interpretation of Figure 9 we may consider:
(1) the upper (clockwise) cell of the zonal overturning
(Figure 9, circles) as an indicator of the downward transport
of intermediate water in the eastern part of the basin; (2) the
deep (counterclockwise) cell of the zonal overturning (Figure 9,
triangles) as an indicator of the upward transport (upwelling)
of deep water in the eastern part of the basin; and (3) the
(clockwise) cell of the meridional overturning (Figure 9,
diamonds) as an indicator of the downward transport of deep
waters in the northern part of the basin. For sills deeper than
400 m, the quasi‐linear intensification of the upper zonal cell
coincides with the increase in AW inflow (Table 2) suggesting that intermediate‐water formation (being part of the
upper cell) is directly related to the inflow through the strait.
In contrast, the deep zonal cell displays nonlinear weakening
(Figure 9, triangles) which suggests to us that the deep‐water
formation (essential to the deep cell) is partly controlled by
the inflow through the gateway but also partly by the internal
MTHC (upper cell).
4.2. Relating Model Results to the Sedimentary Record
[43] Our finding that reduced sill depth results in elevated
basin salinity and increased residence time, both of which
may be expected to have left their imprint in the geological
record, is consistent with the predictions of simple budget
considerations. The classical “Knudsen relations” express
exactly this: the salinity difference between open ocean and
restricted basin increases when the exchange between them is
less [e.g., Pond and Pickard, 1983]. Bryden and Stommel
[1984] complemented the equations for water and salt conservation with the notion of hydraulic control at the strait
which allowed the authors to derive a relationship between
basin salinity and sill depth. In this pioneering work a
reduction in sill depth (in the form of a sea level lowering)
was shown to result in a salinity increase of the basin (see
also Appendix A). The Neogene sedimentary record of the
Mediterranean provides dramatic evidence for raised salinity
in the form of the evaporite deposits of the Messinian salinity
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Figure 10. Schematic diagram of three circulation modes of antiestuarine thermohaline circulation in the
Mediterranean Sea depending on sill depth. (a) Shallow sills “SS” mode, (b) moderate sills “MS” mode, and
(c) deep sills “DS” mode. Dark brown indicates the upper cell of the zonal overturning in the basin. The light
blue indicates the meridional overturning cell connected to the deep cell of the zonal overturning. The darkest red indicates the recirculation of intermediate waters into deep layers and its mixing with deep waters.
Vertical zigzag arrows indicate the heat flux (Q), vertical straight arrows indicate the evaporation minus precipitation (E−P), and the circle indicates the zone of deep‐water formation.
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crisis (for a recent overview, see CIESM [2008] and Hsü et al.
[1973]). The formation of these evaporites was most likely
associated with extreme reduction of strait transport (see
model analyses by Blanc [2006], Meijer [2006] and Rohling
et al. [2008]).
[44] Paleoceanographic observations more pertinent to our
model analysis are those related to the pre‐Messinian record.
In an early overview paper, Vergnaud‐Grazzini [1985]
already inferred that stable isotope data of benthic and
planktonic foraminifera from the Mediterranean evidence an
increase in residence time during the middle Miocene. The
author tentatively linked these changes to an increasingly
restricted connection to the Atlantic Ocean. More recently,
Kouwenhoven and van der Zwaan [2006] and Kouwenhoven
et al. [2006] (see also work by, e.g., van der Zwaan et al.
[1999], Kouwenhoven et al. [1999], and Seidenkrantz et al.
[2000]) presented geochemical proxies (element analysis:
Mn/Al ratio; oxygen and carbon isotopes) and evaluation of
faunal composition of benthic foraminifera for several late
Miocene Mediterranean sections. The authors infer a trend of
increasing salinity, increasing age and decreasing oxygen
content of the deeper waters of the Mediterranean basin
which started in the early Messinian at 7.2 Ma, that is, about
1.2 million years prior to the onset of evaporites deposition
and thus to the Messinian salinity crisis (adopting ages of
Krijgsman et al. [1999a]). Kouwenhoven et al. [2006] focus
on the assemblage composition of calcareous nannofossils
and foraminifera (planktonic and benthic) of a late Miocene
section on Cyprus and find further evidence for decreasing
oxygen content and increasing salinity of the deeper waters,
changes that are consistent with the regional Mediterranean
evolution. By the early Messinian the connection between the
Mediterranean and the Atlantic Ocean had most likely been
reduced to a single gateway through northwestern Africa, the
so‐called Rifian corridor [Benson et al., 1991], the northern
“Betic corridor” having closed earlier [Garcés et al., 2001;
Soria et al., 1999]. Tectonostratigraphic studies in the Rifian
corridor point to the occurrence of uplift during the early
Messinian [Krijgsman et al., 1999b; van Assen et al., 2006]
which provides geological evidence in support of a causal
relationship between water properties and sill depth. Our
model results are consistent with the suggested relationship
and may thus be considered to provide additional, mechanism, physics‐based, support for a dominant role of sill depth.
In terms of our experiments the paleoceanographical data
would seem to reflect a change from a situation similar to that
at present (SD300) to that involving a more shallow sill (e.g.,
SD100). Kouwenhoven and van der Zwaan [2006] explicitly
make the case that their data are consistent with the presence
of two superimposed cells. This, according to the model
results, rules out the presence of a deep sill in which the
circulation is comprised of one cell only (e.g., SD500). It
would be very interesting indeed to investigate whether the
geological record for times prior to 7.2 Ma holds evidence for
this “DS mode.”
[45] Interestingly, our model results allow us to add detail
to one important aspect of the intuitively expected consequences of gateway restriction as they are, for example,
expressed in the above mentioned observational studies:
shoaling of the sill does not seem to necessarily lead to a true
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stagnation of the deeper waters. As shown in Figure 7a and,
schematically, in Figure 10a, the model predicts a shallow sill
to be associated with a marked deep cell. This, however, does
not imply good ventilation of the deep layers: the deep cell is
largely fed by water that is blocked from flowing out to the
ocean, not by deeply convected, oxygenated, surface water.
This effect has also been observed in the response of the
MTHC to the precession minimum conditions in a very high
resolution (5x5 km) modeling experiment (B. Alhammoud
et al., unpublished results, 2007). We suggest it would be very
interesting to explore whether this behavior can be confirmed
from observations. Another result of our work that would
seem to form a hypothesis worth testing is the quasi‐constant
ratio between the strength of the meridional cell and that of
the upper zonal cell (∼0.8 ± 0.15; see 10th column in Table 2).
[46] Our model consists of a single land‐locked basin
communicating with the “outside ocean” but the results are
most likely equally applicable to the sedimentary record of
the western Mediterranean basin as they are to that of the
eastern basin. In the latter case, however, the relevant sill
depth would be that of the Strait of Sicily or its precursor. This
point was recently made by Köhler et al. [2010] in their
interpretation of the Tortonian record of Mt. Gibliscemi
on Sicily which, at the time the sediments were deposited,
occupied a position in the eastern basin. Meijer et al. [2004]
performed a first model experiment of the role of the depth of
the connection between the western and eastern subbasin and
observed the same response as reported in the present study.
[47] Our model analysis may form the basis for an investigation of Mediterranean circulation during the Last Glacial
Maximum when global sea level lowering was responsible
for the Gibraltar sill being situated at a depth about 120 m less
than at present. To do this properly, however, we would also
need to adjust the atmospheric forcing and Atlantic salinity
[cf. Bigg, 1994; Bozec et al., 2007; Myers et al., 1998a].
[48] Although aimed specifically at the Eurafrican Mediterranean Sea, our model analysis, precisely because it considers an idealized basin shape and simple atmospheric
forcing, should be applicable to other basins as well.
Examples that are nearby in all respects would be the basins
of the Oligocene‐Miocene Paratethys realm but one might
also think of the Atlantic basin in the early stages of its
opening during the Mesozoic.

5. Conclusions
[49] Several sensitivity experiments of the Mediterranean
thermohaline circulation were conducted using the Princeton
Ocean Model with an idealized geometry and climatic forcing. Our simulated present‐day circulation was compared to
observations and previous numerical studies. Subsequently,
we analyzed the impact of changes in sill depth. The results
have been related to observations and hypotheses concerning
the late Miocene circulation of the Mediterranean Sea. Our
main conclusions are the following.
[50] 1. A much idealized, “minimal,” model is still capable
of capturing the main feature of the present‐day MTHC and to
reproduce the process of deep‐water formation. This opens
the way to model investigations of the basin‐scale circulation
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in the geological past under geographical and climatological
conditions markedly different from those at present.
[51] 2. A shallow sill induces a blocking effect on the
outflow of intermediate and deep waters. This provides a
mechanism to explain the increase of salinity and poor ventilation of the Mediterranean Sea during periods of restricted
connection to the open ocean.
[52] 3. Three different circulation modes have been identified depending on the sill depth: shallow sill “SS,” moderate
sill “MS,” and deep sill “DS,” coupled with strong, weak and
almost zero blocking effects, respectively. The SS mode is
characterized by a weak clockwise upper overturning cell and
a strong and stretched counterclockwise deep one. The MS
mode reflects the present‐day thermohaline circulation patterns, while the DS mode is combined with strong clockwise
overturning (upper) cell and a reduced (almost shutdown)
counterclockwise (deep) one.
[53] 4. Model results are consistent with the interpretation
of paleoceanographical data for the early Messinian and thus
offer support for the notion that, at least at certain times,
change in sill depth played a decisive role in the evolution of
Mediterranean water properties and circulation.
[54] 5. A strong deep zonal cell of the overturning circulation does not strictly imply strong ventilation. In contrast,
a weakening of deep overturning cell leads definitely to
ventilation weakening. In other words, a stagnation certainly
induces oxygen depletion, while the opposite is not true;
the oxygen depletion does not always indicate a circulation
stagnation.

Appendix A
[55] Here we compare the behavior of the strait in our
numerical model to the predictions of analytical theory
developed for straits. Whereas the numerical model solves, in
the strait just as it does elsewhere, the full equation of motion,
the essence of analytical strait theory is that a clever choice is
made of the terms that are expected to dominate in a certain
configuration (see, notably, Whitehead [1998]). The theory
then consists of solving the idealized equation of motion
in combination with conservation laws of water and salt.
Here we will consider perhaps the most commonly cited two
cases, that of hydraulically controlled strait flow and that of
so‐called rotational control.
[56] Both theories, at least in their basic form as applied
here, relate to steady flow (i.e., no temporal variation in
velocity or density), neglect internal as well as bottom friction, and assume an absence of mixing between the opposed
flows. Whereas the first condition is readily met by considering annual means of the model‐derived fields, the
other aspects do not hold true for the numerical results. For
example, Figure 6 clearly shows the mixing of salinity
between inflow and outflow. Also, our model includes a
nonzero parameterization of horizontal mixing and involves a
nonzero bottom friction. Still, it is also because of these differences that it is of interest to try and quantify to which extent
the model strait behaves consistent with analytical theory.
[57] Fundamental to the concept of hydraulic control is the
notion that, for narrow straits where Coriolis force can also be
neglected, the equation of motion, subject to all of the above
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mentioned simplifications, reduces to a statement of balance
between the horizontal pressure gradient and the inertia term
(i.e., the term expressing advection of momentum). The
horizontal pressure gradient arises from the density difference
between inflow and outflow in conjunction with along‐strait
variation in the depth of their mutual interface [see also
Officer, 1976]. A second principle underlying hydraulic
control is that flow velocity attains the maximum possible
value under the given density difference. It is only under this
condition that the problem has a single solution. Bryden and
Kinder [1991], following upon the seminal paper by Bryden
and Stommel [1984], review a series of expressions for
hydraulically controlled strait transport. We take the expression devised originally by Farmer and Armi [1986] for a strait
of rectangular cross section where control is imposed by the
presence of a sill, rather than by a horizontal contraction. This
would seem to best match our model setup where the strait is
wide. The expression reads
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
QA ¼ QM ¼ 0:208 g 0 H HW

with QA is inflow transport from the Atlantic, QM is outflow
transport, H is sill depth, W is strait width, and g′ is reduced
gravity,
g0 ¼ g

M  A
M

In this g is the acceleration of gravity, rA is density of the
Atlantic water, and rM is density of Mediterranean water. The
expression for transport is derived under the assumption that
inflow and outflow are approximately the same. In other
words, it ignores the presence of the small net inflow that is
to compensate for net evaporation over the Mediterranean.
In evaluating the ratio of densities we follow Bryden and
Stommel [1984] in their assumption that salinity is the main
variable responsible for density variation and we use a (their)
linearized equation of state,
A ¼ ref þ  ðSA  Sref Þ

and likewise for rM. Here rref = 1027 kg m−3, Sref = 36.5 psu,
and b = 0.77 kg m−3 psu−1 from Bryden and Stommel [1984].
As to the salinities SA and SM we took, respectively, the
salinity in the Atlantic “sponge” of 35 psu and the basin‐
averaged salinity found in the numerical experiment for each
sill depth (Table 2). The transport values thus found for
hydraulic control by the sill in a 222 km wide strait prove an
order of magnitude larger than the modeled transports. For
example, with a sill depth of 300 m, hydraulic control predicts
a value of 3.3 Sv which we should compare to the 1.9 Sv
found in the numerical model. It clearly follows that the strait
in the ocean circulation model is not subject to hydraulic
control. Viewed in more detail it proves that the ratio between
the prediction of hydraulic control theory and the model‐
derived value is more or less the same for all sill depths. Since
hydraulically controlled transport scales linearly with strait
width (see equation above) this leads to the suggestion that,
in terms of strait transports, our numerical model is behaving
consistent with hydraulic control in a strait much more narrow than 222 km. This suggestion is confirmed graphically
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Figure A1. Comparison between modeled inflow transport as a function of sill depth (crosses) and estimates based on strait theory. The latter estimates are calculated using the modeled basin average salinity
to determine the density of the outflow water. The shaded band relates to the transport predicted for the case
of hydraulic control of strait flow. The upper and lower limits of this band correspond to an assumed strait
width of 16 km and 13 km, respectively. The circles give, for each sill depth considered, the inflow one
would expect if strait flow was rotationally controlled. See text for discussion.
in Figure A1: our model‐derived estimates for inflow are
consistent with hydraulic control when strait width lies in the
limited range of 13–16 km.
[58] As an alternative to hydraulic control we considered
the possibility of rotational control. In this case the basic
assumption is that there exists geostrophic balance in the
across‐strait direction. In other words, it is assumed that there
is a balance between (1) the across‐strait pressure gradient
due to the tilt of the density interface between inflow and
outflow and (2) the Coriolis force. Rotational control is
expected to become important when strait width exceeds the
Rossby radius. The presence of tilted salinity contours in
Figure 6 seems to point to a role of rotation in our model
results. This is not surprising given the large width.
[59] An expression for transport in a strait of rectangular
cross section, governed by rotational control, was derived
by Whitehead [1998] subject to many of the same assumptions underlying the hydraulic control theory outlined above:
steady, frictionless, nonmixing flow and taking inflow and
outflow transport to be essentially the same. In addition, the
rotational control theory assumes negligible deflection of
the sea surface and conservation of potential vorticity. The
expression reads
QA ¼ QM ¼ 0:156

g0 H 2
f

in which g′ and H are reduced gravity and sill depth as before
and f is the Coriolis parameter. Calculating the ratio of densities in the same way as for hydraulic control this expression gives us the transports plotted in Figure A1 together with
the modeled values. For sill depths between 100 and 500 m
the rotationally controlled value is consistently a factor 1.5–
1.6 larger than the modeled value. For the other sill depths
relative differences are smaller.
[60] The finding that modeled combinations of strait
transport and salinity difference between basin and ocean lie
much closer to the values for rotational control than to those
of hydraulic control suggests that, in the model, strait transport is rotationally controlled. The associated processes are
not expected to be captured in any detail though, given the
coarse resolution and limited numbers of nodes in the gateway. This limited resolution, but also differences between
the representations by model and theory (spelled out in the
above) and assumptions made in our application of the
theory, are all potentially responsible for the mismatch
between model result and theoretical prediction in Figure A1.
However, the fact that Coriolis force plays a role in the model
behavior has been ascertained by varying (for a sill depth of
300 m) the Coriolis parameter in the vicinity of the strait.
In this case the model‐derived transport was found to vary
consistent with the predictions of the rotational control
equation. In contrast, variation of the bottom friction (being
another candidate for controlling strait flow in the model) was
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found to affect the short‐term variability of the transport but
not its average value and does therefore not seem to be a
dominant factor.
[61] To summarize, we have shown in here that, in terms
of underlying mechanism, it appears the model gateway is
dominated by rotational effects. In addition, the model yields
combinations of strait transport, basin‐to‐ocean salinity
contrast, and sill depth, that are, in value, comparable to the
predictions of hydraulic control theory for strait widths much
less than in the numerical model. This is an important result as
it implies that we may be confident our model captures the
type of gateway behavior of relevance to our problem. There
are several factors that may explain why the wide model
gateway behaves similar to a more narrow hydraulically
controlled strait. Assuming that rotational effects dominate
gateway behavior in our model, the reason for this is first
of all the simple fact that rotational control is an effective
mechanism. For the same sill depth and density difference
between basin and ocean, rotational control corresponds to
transports comparable in size to the hydraulically controlled
value in a much narrower strait. In other words, our cal-
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culations merely illustrate a property of the two control
mechanisms. Moreover, using the same model‐derived variation of basin‐to‐ocean salinity difference as a function of
sill depth, both rotational control (thought to characterize our
model results) and hydraulic control predict a quasi‐linear
relationship between transport and sill depth (Figure A1).
Note that it is only at first glance that the previous statement
appears to contradict the equations given above. Even though
the equations for hydraulic and rotational control feature different dependence between transport Q and sill depth H, the
density difference, represented by reduced gravity g′, also
varies with sill depth.
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